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U.S. uclear gculatory Comission February 15, 1983 

If you have my questions, please get in touch vith R. H. Shell at 
m 858-2688.  

To the best of my knowledge, I declare the statements contained herein to 
be complete and true.  

Very truly yours, 

TEIESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY 

L. H. Hills, iaer 
Nlolear Licensing 

Enclosure 
ee: Mr. Richard C. DeToung, Director (Enclosure) 

Office of Inspection and Enforcement 
.3. Nuclear Regulatory Comission 

Wasiingtoo, D.C. 20555
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Violation - O-390M182-01-0. 5-39118/-03-01 - Severity Lvel IV Violation 
(Manismost 11) 

10 CR 50, Appendiz ,. Criterion MI, as implomnted by the liosous*es approved 
QA progrm, requires the licessee to establish meassres to assure that 
significant conditions adverse to quality are promptly idetitfid sad corrected, 
the esse of each condtiot is determined, and corrective action is taken to 
preclude repetition.  

Contrary to the above, as of Jauary 29, 1982, the lioenso bad not established 
messures that assured that eortaia signifiEat comditions adverse to quality 
were either promptly identified and corrteted, the ease of the condition 
detemimed, or that action was taken to preclude repetition. These conditions 
were identified by the Iicensee or by a NC inspector between April 1980 sad 
Jauary 1982. Those identified by an NRC ispector wre brought to the 
licensees attestion at the time of disclosure, at the coclusion of the 
inspection sad in the relevant Inspection Report.  

TVA Xlss9ss> 

Ihe description of violation is contaied in Appendix A sad auder Details is 
Inspection Reports 390/82-05, 3911/2-Q, ead 390/82-0, 391/82-07. The 
description refereces previous inspection reports (81-05, 0-21, 80-13, 81
11, 81-14, 1-02), the IAC Coafirmtioa of Action Letter, plus various items 
includiag construction specificateios, site audits, 50.55(e) items, ad field 
istructions. When reviewed in depth, the report referenses events occurring 
from 1977 to January 192.  

Admission or Denial of Allesed Violation 

IA has reviewed tkhe nmeros *elmets of this violation and concldes that 
some are related to previous deficiencies as stipulated in our detailed 
responses. IVA SdMit that the eveats oited in the report oecurred but does 
not tree that all were directly caused by any failures to take prompt 
corrective measures. In som cases, hibdsight indicates that more stringeat 
corrective measures were in order, but corrective measures, including action 
to preloude repetition, were promptly implerented.  

Actions Taken to Prevnt Recurrence 

The overall actions taken to prevent recurrece are the progrmmatic 
inprovments recently mplmesated nad detailed herewith. Respo ses to 
specific details of the cited violation are given below each item hich 
follows.



Date When rull Camliameo Will Be Achieved

WA believes that the present QA program for Watts Bar is in full eopliance 
with regard to measures for promptly identifying sad correcting doficienoies, 
identifying their causes, sad implmenting actions to prevent repetition.  

Disoession of ndividual Conditions 

The conditions are as follows: 

1. Conditions disclosed in Inspection Report Nos. 50-390/1-05 and 391/1
05, dated April 29. 1981: 

(a) Failure to properly identify moconformance with design drawings sad 

cosstru-tio specifications regarding: (1) piping separation of 
process and effluent radiation monitor, (2) safety elassification, 

and (3) housekeeping and maintenance control.  

1(a)(1) - Pilin. Seoaratioa of Process aid Effluent Udistion Monitors 

Admisesion r Denial of the Allened Violation 

VA admits failure to properly handle the uosconformances' oorrective action 

for design draings asd construction specifications regarding piping 
separation of process and effluent radiation monitors based on the following 
background infomation.  

NCR 38121 was initiated December 7, 1981. to identify the lack of a 60-isch 

minims clearance between installation of train A and sample lines to 
radiation monitors 0-31-90-125 and 0-31-90-126. respectively (reference 47VWro-0
4 26 routing and separation instructions). The Division of Construction's 
(CONST) recomameded disposition was to: (a) indicate train assigment on the 

applicable draw'.g for these monitors (47W600-103 113), (b) add a drawinlg ote 

to indicate the beginning of train separation requirements for sample lines for 

these aositors. (c) rework train A and B lines to attain a mniintm 60-inch 

clearance, and (d) rework and install probes in the maanr aad location shorw on 

drawing 47W600-103 113.  

The Division of Eaagiaerina Desiga's (EN DES) disposition of NCR 3812t was as

reommended by CONST except for the addition of train assigmenats for the 

subject monitors on drawing 47300103. This was in addition to the train 
assigoments which are nomally indicated only oa the control diagram drawinas.  
Therefore no EN DBS drawing revisions to control diagrams were required. This 

NCR was closed February 1, 1982.  

NCI 38183 was initiated December 8, 1981. to identify the lack of the minism 60

inch clearance between train A and B sample lines for radiation monitors 0-RB-90

205 and 0-11-90-206, respectively. Return lines had been installed as a comon 

reteur to both monitors and did not meet the requiroeents for train separation 

(reference: 47W600-0-4 36 routing and separation instructions). CONST
reomended and EH DBS-approved dispositions were essentially the same as 
discussed above for NCR 3812B. NCR 38181 was closed February 1, 1992.



Subsequaet to conversations on December 28, 1981, between the Coastreution 
system enagieer aad the MC resident inspector, NCt 3861 was iaitiated on 
January 5, 1982, to identify a conflict between Construction Specifications 3G
81 3S, paragraph 3.0 (eastures which are detemined to be safety-related are 
subsequetly identified by IN DS 1 in dividul system docueants and on the 
system flow diagrens ad physical drawinags.) sad the routing and separation 
instructions ao drawing 47W00-0-4 56.  

Reasens for the Violatio 

The system engineer did not recognie the nonconformance between N3 G-81 3 
and the drawina notes prior to the issuance of NCR 38661 because he had assueod 
upper-tier docanmet requirements were incorporated into N DIS-issued d:wings 
and site QC procedures.  

Corrective Stegs Tafken ad IReslts Achieved 

NCR 3861 eacoapassed nonconfomanaes and monitors previously included in 
NCRs 38121t ad 38153, as well as four additional monitors. Although all 
noneonformances were not applicable to all eight monitors, they included: 

1. A comon return was used for each set of train A sad train B monitors, as 
stova on the 471600 series drawings.  

2. Eaclosures of monitors installed as required by the 471600 series drawings 
did not maintain the required 60-inch nininn clearance (applicable to 
all nits).  

3. Smple points were not separated by a 60-iach minsa.ma clearance.  

4. Conflict between train designation of mnoitors sad associated containment 
isolation valves in the annalus and the accaulator four area.  

Corrective actions for NCR 3866R were implemented with Eaineering Change Notice 
(ECM) 3352 sad associated Field Chaage Requests (FCRs) 1-840 and 1-931.  
Construction work is proceeding under work packages 1090-G03. 1090-002, aad 
1090-F03.  

Actions to Preveat Recurrence 

To easure that nonconfornances with design drawings and construction 
specifications are properly identified, Instrunentation Eagineering Unit 
personnel have been trained on the provisions of WBNP-OCI-1.02, 'Disposition 
of Nonconformin Items.' 

Date of Full Coguliance 

lastrumentation Enaineering Unit personnel were trained on WBNP-QCI-1.02, 
'Disposition of Nonconforming Items,' on January 17, 1982.  

1(a)(2) - Safety Classification 

Adnission or Denial of the Allesed Violation 

TVA denies that, as of January 29,1982, a nonooLfornina condition report had 
not been initiated to identify radiation monitor pipian which did not meet 
the safety classifications required by Coastruction Specification N3G-881.



TIe system eniner had discussed the sample line sfety lnssificatiem with 
the MC Resident Inspector earlier in January 19U. At that tte the ystem 
engineer was not aware a naoeoformasee existed because the lines had bee 
installed per dralina requirements.  

NM 389 vwas initiated January 20, 19U, to identify that sample lines for 
seven radiation monitors had been installed as WVA class 9, as speoified a 
drawSf 47M00-102 I, while the process iping being sampled was class C.  
Design criteria I-DC-40-36 states ttat lines attached to safety related class C 
or lower piping are class C. Pipins QA boudaries are also delineated in 
Constrcttin Specif ion NS3-881. MCR 3898 was dispositioned February 17, 
1982, to-require rework of affected lines and revision of the applicable 
drawings to indicate class C.  

1(a)(3) - *ousekoeina and Maiatesance Control 

Admission or Denial 

IVA 4adits t'at shousekeeping requireamntt for radiation monitors have beon 
inadequately implemented and enforced.  

Reasons For The Violation 

As stated in oar previous response, the cleanliness requirements for these 
monitors ate addressed by requiring that the oanitors be covered except when 
work is is progress on the monitor and associated piping and that the 
monitors be completely cleaeid and/or refurbished prior to transfer.  

The osnitors in question were cleaned and protected following the 82-05 exit 
meeting. Is the interim period soam of the monitors, particularly those 
undertoing finalization, had been repaired and have deteriorated with regard to 
leanliness and/or minor dnmage.  

Corrective Ste s Taken and oRsults Achieved 

Instructions were issued to reinspect, to refurbish, and to reinstall any 
missing covers for all radiation monitors. NCR 45871 has beon issued to 
dooment conditions identified to date as a result of this inspection. A 
work package has been issued to correct these deficiencies and work is now in 
progress.  

Action to Prevent Recurrence 

The inspection of radiation monitors for cleanliness, dmage, and the 
existence of covers is now required on a monthly basis as an *lemet of the 
monthly housekeeping inspection performed under WBNP-QCP-1.36, 'Bousekeping 
and Maintenanee.' Any deficiencies noted in these inspections will be 
promptly identified and corrected.  

Date of PFll Comliance 

TVA will be in full compliance by February 28, 1983, after the next monthly 
housekeeping inspection.  

l(b) Deletion of the final QA inspection of thernal overload bypass circuitry 
for motor-operated valves due to this circuitry not being included 
within the scope of CoLatructioa Specification N30-881.



Aission or Denial of Allened Violation

VA admits that the final QA inspection tests for the thermal overload bypass 
circuitry was either deleted or not doecameted.  

Reasons for Violation 

The reason for this violation is not attributable to a deficiency with respect 
to Coastruction Specification NG-881. TA has investigated the QA status of 
the thermal overload bypass circuits and has found that these circuits have 
always been safety related and were desiganed as class 11 (i.e., QA).  
Construction Specification N3G-88 in section 3.3 states 'astrseontation and 
electrical equilpeat requiring QA documentation are identified on the system 
control dravings, in the electrical instrumeat tabulation, on single line 
drawings or connection drawings by a designation of train A or B; Channel I, II, 
III, or IV; Special(s); PAN 1 or PAN 2 (postaccident monitoring); or by a 
special sote indicating a safety-related item.' The theral overload bypass 
circuitry are located on the lollowing motor control centers (MCC); 
1-MCC-213-Al-A. 1-MCC-213-A2-A, 1-MCC-213-B1-B, and 1-MCC-213-B2-B. Each one of 
these MCCs are identified as being trained (i.e.. QA); therefore, all components 
within the MCCs are auder the QA progrvi.  

The reason for this violation included the following itev" The thermal 
ovr,-toad bypass circuitry was transferred in a prinari C-QA transfer 
packat e. TVA's ao m al practice for intra-panel cables - .omposeats is not 
to ussign unique identifiers for these items. All item,. x the bypass 
circauity in the transfer package were intra-paael components and cables.  
Also, this circuitry was not clearly identified as QA on a drawing in which 
it was tie only QA item. Therefore, confusion occurred over QA inspections 

and docmentattion. Our investigation could not determine whether the 
inspections were deleted (therefore never performed) or performed and not 
docoaented.  

Corrective Actioa Taken and Results Achieved 

TVA's Division of Nuclear Power (NUC PR) issued NCR W-81-P to document this 
discrepancy. CONST issued PCR A-220 requesting a unique trained associated 
component identifier for a controller handswitch on the thermal overload 
bypass circuitry. The features in question have been reinspected. The 
appropriate personnel have been retrained concerning the application of final QA 
inspection tests. Also, NCR -81-P has been closed by TVA letter dated May 17, 
1982.  

Actions Taken to Prevent Recurreace 

TVA considers this item to be an isolated case since a QA circuit was 
transferred in an essentially sao-QA transfer package (which is not VA's usual 
practice). As previously stated, the appropriate personnel have been 
retrained. Also, with the issuance of the Q-list, the Office of Engineering 
Desiga and Construction (OEDC) and NlC PR will be using the sase source docusnt 
to determine QA items.  

Date When Full Comnlisace will be Achieved

TVA is now in compliance.



1(e) Deletion of desip nd constructio A design controls over safety
related WAC balancian dampers which esulted in proeurement and 
installation of dampers that failed to perform their intended 
fuIctioes.  

Admission or Denial of Alleged Violation 

TVA admits this elment of the violation occurred as stated.  

laeooss for Violation 

Watts Bar Desip Criteria B-DC-40-36.1 was changed by desin input emorandun 
(DOI) -WB-DC-40-36.1 to allow for the procurement of safety-related WAC 
balancing dmpers without vendor seismic and quality assurance requireents.  

B-DC-40-36.1 was changed because TVA had reclassified the dampers to stisfy 
limited QA and seismic requirements with qualification to be handled interenlly 
in IVA. Th design engineer arronsously interpreted this change in 
classification and assued that constructit'r QA program requirements for the 
subject VAC components were to be deleted.  

Corrective Actio Tae and Results Achieved 

Construction Egineerian iaitiated NCR 3841R, which described the deficiencies 
of the subject compoents, and requested EN DES approval for replaceent with 
a construction-fabricated balancing damper. The design of the balance damper 
was issued by H 36S following seismic analysis and approved for ase since it 
was fabricated under the existing construction QA program control procedure 
and met the conditions for integrity and maintenance of the preset balance 
position required by DIM EI-B-DC-40-36.1.  

NCR WBN SfP 8217 also reports deficiencies by IN DES in providing Construction 
Easioeerian with adequate instructions to ensure that the remaining grilles, 
tomisals, and manal dampers meet the conditions for integrity and maintenance 
of preset balance position required by the DIM.  

UJ BS has anlayzed tLe remaining components and has provided 
instructious/droaings to Construction Bagsianeria which will eaable thea to 
meet the required conditions of integrity and naintenasce of the preset 
balance position for these composents.  

Actions Takes to Prevent Recurrence 

Construction Specificatioa N3M-914 was issued April 28, 1198. This docuent 
identifies all IVAC systems under the QA program and provides specific 
aceptance criteria for each system component. N DES has also completed 
compililn the Watts Bar Quality Assurance (GA) List. The list was issued 
(December 31, 1982), and it will suplement Construction Specificatioa N30-881 
as the governing doceant for the identification of structures, systems, aad 
componsets in the QA program. Use of these docments by H4 DES and 
Construction Balineering personnel will prevent deficiencies similar to what 
is described in the subject report.  

Dat Whean Fll Comuliance Will BD Achieved 

All deficieat dampers either have been or will be replaced tefore April 12.  
1983.



1(d) eFilure to provide adeqate GA progro eootrols over brasing operatios 

for hsatilg, ventilatig. and air-conditiosisn piping. his resulted in 

deficienles in the brazing procedures and the proeuroest. receipt. aad 

issue of brazin filler material.  

Admission or Pnial of the Alleed Violatio 

WA admits that this aspect of the violation represents a failure to provide 

adequate Q program over VAC brasiag operatious in the area of procauromet.  

receipt, ad issue of brazing material, as explaied below: 

Reasoss for the Violation 

This aleoeat of the violatioa references TVA intera1 audit WB-M-2-01 as 

evidence of failure to providc adequate QA progrm controls over brazing 

operations for WVAC piping. This audit is turn identified the failure to 

Implement approved action to prevert recurrence of NCR 25591 (initiated August 

20. 1980. and dispositiosd September 25. 1980). which stated 'issue all welding 

material including brazing sad solderilg material in accordance with QCP-4.1.  

as a root cause of the deficiency.  

Correetive Stews Taken and Reslts Achioved 

In response to audit WB-W-82-01, site engineering managaent initiated 

corrective actioa by issuing Stop Work Order St-17 on January 27. 1982, ntil 

it could be demonstrated that brazing material would be procured, received, 

sad issued auder QA controls. The Stop Work Order was lifted March 23.  

1982.  

Corrective action was verified as acceptable and audit WVB--82-01 was closed 

on March 2. 1982. It was determined that brazer and filler material 

certifications were available (therefore, so anoconformanc of work was 

ecessary), sad that so work involving brazeig was performed on QA features 

between the lifting of the UVAC stop work order referenced in Inspection 

Report 390/82-05 sad the issuance of the work packages involved in audit W5--82

01. This audit deficieacy, originally olassified as significant, was 

evaluated by WA for reportability under 10 CPR 50.55(e) and determined 

'noareportable' because qualifying documents eisted for the brazer material and 

certificates of compliance existed for the brazing filler material.  

NCR 2559R was closed January 4. 1983. after inspections of copper refrigerrnt 

line joints (system 31) sad satisfactory completion of pressure testing on 11 

other Joints.  

Corrective Steps Taken to Avoid Further Violations 

Procedure MP-QCI-' 'Storage. Issue, and Control of Welding Material.' 

was revised effective March 11, 1982, to include brazing and soldering 

material. This procedure was later revised to delete solderiag material 

bercase it is used in non-QA applications only.  

Date of Fall Comoliance 

TVA was in compliance as of March 11, 1i82, when WBNP-QC-4.01 was revised as 

stated above.



l(o) railure to provide GA prograi osotrols over the safety-related main 
foodater flew witches (Item A) sad steam geerator pressure 
trasamitters (Item 3) which provide siSmals to the reaeter protection 
system, to ensure their protection against adverse soviromseatal 
temperatures.  

Admission or Desial of the Alleged Violaties 

WTA denies Item A and admits that Item 3 of the violation ocourred as stated.  

iMal Feedwater Plow fwitches - Item A 

WVA desies this elemet of the violation since, as discussed is the telecon 
as December 17, 192, between WA &ad NRC-OI, philosophical differences see 
to exist on the application of GA requirements to heat tracing used on safety
related systems. TA's approach to heat tracing on all suclear plants has 
been to desig/lcosstrout/sad operate safet- systems such that heat tracing 
serves so safety fuction. Therefore, Leac traciag is sot required to be 
withis the scope of the QA program. For cases where heat traaing is used on 
safety-related compeoeats, methods other thas heat tracing are used to asisre 
that the componests remain operational. Is the case of the asia fooeedwater 
flow switches which provide input into a developed reactor trip signal, TVA 
utilizes surveillasce of the sessiag limes to assuar their operability (i.*., 
sot frozen). Based on this surveillance, the safety faction of the switches 
is assmred and the host tracing is not required to perform a safety 
fanction.  

The assurance that the sesiang lises are not frozen is gives in Technical 
Specification 4.3.1.1. which requires a channel check *e perfoamed at least 
once every 12 hours in modes 1 sad 2. We believe this will indicate any 
freexing of the sensing lines. If freesing occurs, the channel is detemined 
inoperable. Per specification 3.1.1, with the operable channels one less 
than required, the iaoperable chaanel is placed in the trip conditioa within 
one hour. Therefore, the protective function is performed.  

Is addition, malfunctions in the heat tracing system will initiate sa alarm 
is the main control room. Presenat operatiang procedures require that this 
condition be investigated sad appropriate actions be taken to restore the 
heat traciag. This also alerts the operators of the increased potential for 
freesias of the sensing lines.  

jeason for Violation - Item 3 

IVA had not properly evaluated the impact of fresh air flow from the morth 
valve room intake duct as it passed over these trasamitter instrument lines 
during times of season that would cause freezian and had not evaluated the 
adverse affects of *xtreme low temperatures when the plant was in a 
amooperating condition for either case.  

Corrective Action Takes and Results Achieved - Item B 

TVA is iniiatingt CN No. 3182 to relocate heaters and add duct diverters in the 
the valve room. This will increase the normal room temperatuar and will divert 
fresh air in direction that will not adversely affect the instrument lines for 
the stem generator pressure transmitters.



Actions Takesn to Prevent Recurrence - Item 3 

TVA has developed a procedure for freesze protection requirements for all 
safety-related systems. This procedure requires a review of the preseat 
freeze protooetio requiremeats of each safety-related system considering 
items sue as loag-tern loss of offsite power and failure of nosqualified 
heating sad ventilation equipment.  

The design review to be conducted will require that any edditional safety
related equilpmet subjected to adverse esviromental conditions be 
appropriately sneconfoamd and corrected to preclude future problems.  

Date When Pull Ceoaliance Will be Achioved - Item B 

All design sad ceastreutioa for ECN 3112 relocating heaters and adding duct 
diverters will be complete by May 1, 1983.  

Development of the procedure for free«r protectoa requirements for safety
related systcms was completed by November 15, 1982. The review of the 
present freeze protection provisions for the stem gsserator pressure 
transaitters has also been be completed. All modifications and additions to 
existing systems will be complete by May 1, 1983.  

3. The licenses failure to apply adequate QA progrem controls over 
hydrostatic testing of safety-related systems and components was 
identified in Inspection Report 390/80-13, dated May 29, 1980. The 
licessee failure to take corrective and preventive action resulted in 
overpressurization of the Unit 1 Volume Control Task during hydrostatic 
testing on December 22, 1981. The test procedure had not received an 
adequate technical review.  

Admission or Denial of Alleted Violation 

IVA admits the test parameters had not received an adequate technical 
review.  

Reasons for the Violation 

The overpressurization of the volame control task occurred not because of the 
lack of mechanical overpressure protection as discussed in laspection Report 
390/80-13. but because of an error in the data used to establish the test 
parameters. Specifically, the system engineer misread the tack pressure from 
tht nameplate and this error went undetected in the review and approval cycle 
for the test procedure.  

Corrective Steps Takna. Results Achieved, and Corrective Steps Taken to Avoid 
Further Violations 

The applicable testinag procedure, WBNP-QCT-4.37. 'Hydrostatic Testing,' was 
revised to require an independent technical review of the test package by a 
peer not involved in the preparation of the package, and to require that 
nameplate data, if used in establishing test parameters, be verified by 
comparison to manufacturers' data reports.



This requiremet for peer techaical review was stated as item 1 in the 
November 20, 1980, Cotfimation of Concurrence letter from NRC Region II and 
for clarification purposes is restated below: 

Each of the remaining hydro test packages will be subjected to a peer 

techkieal review before being submitted for approval by the appropriate 

personas in the Coastri tion BEniseer's Organization, sad that the 

Constructiona A Unit will review the e*tire test package for oonformance with 

QA program requirements.  

We are interpreting the above-referesces to pest'r* to mean an engineer or 

technician in the unit who has knowledge of the system and who is at a 

similes level of responsibility as the individual origiasting the test 

package. This would include the originator's immediate supervisor if 
cognizant of test requirements, procedures, parameters, sad the system being 

tested. We are not restricting *peer' to include only persons of the same 

grade (salary classification) level.  

Date of Faull Coliance 

TVA was in fall compliaaco after the procedure revisions referenced above on 

August S, 1982.


